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Defect Reconstruction by Non-Destructive
Analyzing Methods as Basis for Fracture

Mechanical Evaluation

W. Miiller, IzfP

1. Introduction

In standard ultrasonic inspection different registration levels are used and all echoes
exceeding these levels are reported transforming the echo amplitude with respect to the tra-
vel time into reference refleccors using e.g. the DGS (distance, gain, size) evaluation me-
thod. The DGS uses penny-shaped reference reflectors, which of course have only poor
correlation with real defects.

Therefore during the last 20 years a lot of research work was spent on the development of
new analyzing methods which may be roughly divided in methods which

- analyze the defects performing a reconstruction
which results in an image of the defects

- classify the defects from their characteristic ultra-
sonic scattering behaviour, the so called stationary
methods.

This paper focusses on the reconstructing (imaging) methods.

2. Characterization of defects

A characterization of defects should include a classification into different types of
reflectors especially between cracklike and globular defects. The palette of possiblereflector
types should include

-cracks
- lack of fusion
-pores
- slag inclusions
- form echoes caused by the geometry of the component.

In addition the position of a defect with respect to the surface, its size and possibly orienta-
tion is of interest for a fracture mechanic evaluation.
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3. Analyzing techniques developed at the IzfP

Since its foundation in 1972 several competitive analyzing techniques were develo-
ped at the IzfP and prototype systems capable of in site inspecitons were built. These ana-
lyzing, techniques include

- ALOK (Amplitude and Transit-Time Locus Curves)

- Sectore scan and compound scan using phased arrays

- Ultrasonic holography

- SAFT (Synthetic Aperture Focussing Technique)

All of them result in reconstructed images of reflectors inside the material. This paper will
give an overview of todays possibilities.

3.1 Phased Array, Sector Scan

Sector scan imaging systems using phased arrays are well known from medical applications;
therefore only one example of its use in NDE of components shall be shown here : an in-
spection at the full scale boiling water pressure vessel at MPA in Stuttgart. The lower part
of fig.l shows the machine shop drawing of the artificial defect M4.3 with its position in
the welding seam flank M4 and its size and inclination. The result of the inspection in the
upper part shows the defect with its true size, inclination and position with respect to the
backwall and cladding which are imaged too.

3.2 ALOK Searching and Analyzing System

The ALOK system was developed to combine the automatic searching inspection
with analyzing capabilities. This technique makes extensive use of data reduction methods
as shown in fig.2. The probe is moved over the specimens surface by an automatic scanning
system. All RF-echoes received with registration level down to the noise are digitized. With
a special designed algorithm the peak-amplitude and corresponding transit-time of every
echo is extracted in real-time and stored in a computer; thus for every echo the actual
probe-position, the echo amplitude, and the transit-time are stored. The plot of the transit-
time versus probe-position results in the transit-time locus curve and the plot of amplitude
versus probe-position in the amplitude locus curve.

The transit-time locus curves have typical shapes with respect to the inspection technique.
Therfore all data belonging to transittime locus curves with the wrong shape can be deleted.
This is called "noise elimination" and results in a further data-reduction.
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From the plotted noise-eliminated transit time locus curves it sometimes is possible to per-
form a classification of the defect type as shown in fig. 3 using a kind of pattern recognition.

The reconstruction is performed by multiple biangulation drawing circles with the travel-
pathlength corresponding to the transit time for each probe position and looking for inter-
section points. The superposition of different inspection techniques results in an image per-
pendicular to the surface a so-called "B-scan image" of the reflektors inside the material as
shown in fig.4, where the ALOK-inspection result is shown for PISC-plate 2 defect no. 16
in comparison to the destructive examination.

Another reconstruction technique is shown in fig.5 : the iterativ reconstruction. The transit-
time locus curves for a defect are calculated and compared with the measured ones. Posi-
tion, size, and type of the reflector are changed until the calculated and measured transit-
time locus curves coincide.

Instead of an arrangement of different probes for different inspection techniques a single ar-
ray probe may be used together with ALOK realizing different insonitication angles with
only one probe. Fig. 6 shows in the upper part the probe arrangement and the defect: a large
crack, and in the lower part the reconstruction of this. This is a typical plot of an ALOK
reconstruction.

3.3 Ultrasonic Holography

With ultrasonic holography data-acquisition is quite dissimilar to ALOK or SAFT.
The received RF-amplitudes are multiplied with the excitation puls and low-pass filtered.
This procedure results in real and imaginary part of the complex soundfield of a reflector
received at the surface of the specimen. The reconstruction procedure follows the Rayleigh-
Sommerfeld algorithm and results in a reconstruction plane parallel to the surface a socalled
"C-scan image".

Fig.7 shows in the lower part the holographic reconstruction of some defects in the tube
sheet of an heat-exchanger about 450 mm deep inside the material. In the upper part the re-
sult of the destructive examination is shown. Obviously there is a very good coincidence
between reconstruction and reality.

3.4 Line Synthetic Aperture Focussing Technique
(LSAFT)

During data acquisition the LSAFT equipment digitizes the complete RF-signals
similar to ALOK, but no data reduction is used : i.e. the complete digitized RF-signals for
each probe-position is stored in a PC. During reconstruction these RF-signals are smeared
over the beam opening angle of the probe and added into an image-pixel-field. High ampli-
tude values are obtained at positions in the pixel field which correspond to regions inside
the material where the reflection occured because of constructive interference of the RF-
raw-data. The result is a "B-scan image".
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The imaging qualitiy is shown in the following examples. Fig. 8 shows the same artificial
defect inside the MPA pressure vessel as shown in fig.l for the sector-scan with phased ar-
rays, inspected with 60 degrees shear-waves in the upper reconstruction. Size and inclina-
tion of the defect are clearly to be seen and selecting a higher dynamic range in the plot one
would be able to see in addition the imaged form echoes of backwall and cladding and the-
refore to evaluate the position. The original plot is scaled 1 : 1 for easy evaluation.

In the lower part of fig. 8 the reconstruction of the same defect for 45 degrees sheaf-wave
inspection is to be seen. No specular reflection occurs causing the reconstruction to have
less dynamic than that for 60 degrees insonification, therefore cladding, cladding interface,
welding root defects, and line inclusions are to be seen. Only upper and lower tip of the re-
flector are imaged, the upper with an uncertainty of about 4 mm.

Going over to real defects in components fig.9 shows in the upper part the reconstruction of
a slag inclusion inside a weld of a removed main loop of the Obrigheim nuclear power
plant. One recognizes the Liner surface, of the pipe, the cladding interface and the slag. This
pipe was examined destructive, the lower part of fig.9 shows the result: a slag inclusion at
the reconstructed position.

Another example is the inspection of the pressurize* of the Obrigheim nuclear power plant,
which was performed during standard in-service inspection (fig. 10). Despite the geometry
(upper part of fig. 10) is quite complex the inner surface, the cladding interface, parts of the
welding seam flank, and the slag inclusion in this welding seam flank are imaged.

A scan parallel to the defect shows its length extension (fig. 11). From these results a frac-
ture mechanic calculation performed at MPA Stuttgart showed, that this defect was not cri-
tical.

The quality of the reconstructed image is best shown in fig. 12 where the reconstruction of a
large rough crack inside a component similar to that in fig.6 is shown with superimposed
true crack image derived from magnetic paricle testing. One recognizes an excellent coinci-
dence between the high reflective parts of the crack and its real shape.

Not all reconstructions are easy to evaluate. Fig. 13 to IS show reconstructions of a thermal
load induced fatique crack in the HDR research reactor pressure vessel. The reconstructed
crack depths are from 15 mm to 28 mm depending on the inspection techique used. Because
of worst case assumptions the crack was assumed to be 28 mm in depth, but the destructive
examination showed, that the true crack depht was only 16 mm. Taking a closer look to the
destructive testing some micropores were found which were imaged too causing this misin-
terpretation.

4. Conclusion

The potential of the analyzing methods shown above is really high but further rese-
arch work should be done to improvethe interpretation of the results. Possibly a knowledge
based expert system could be helpful to overcome this problem.
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Fig. 1 Phased Array Sector Scan
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Fig. 5 Iterative Reconstruction by ALOK
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Phased Array Probe
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Fig. 8 Defect M 4.3 - SAFT Reconstruction
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Fig. 9 Slag Inclusion in a Main Loop
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Fig. 12 SAFT Image of a Crack
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Fig. 13 SAFT Image of a Fatique Crack
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Fig. 14 SAFT Image of a Fatique Crack
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